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New formulations are given for measure differential inclusions, ‘‘dxdt # K(t)
/Rn,’’ where x( } ) is a function of bounded variation and K is a set-valued map
with closed convex values and has closed graph. Measure differential inclusions
were first named by J. J. Moreau for studying rigid body with impacts, shocks and
Coulomb friction and assumed that K(t) is always a cone. The new formulations
are used to show that the graph of the solution operator is closed under point-
wise convergence of the solutions x( } ) and weak* convergence of the differential
measures dx, provided that the minimum norm points of K(t) are bounded and the
asymptotic cones K(t) are always pointed.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Measure differential inclusions were used by J. J. Moreau [12, 14] to
describe general rigid body mechanics with Coulomb friction. In certain
respects it combines differential inclusions (which are necessary for dealing
with Coulomb friction [3, 8]), and impulsive differential equations (which are
needed for dealing with collisions). Their use goes back to Schatzman [16],
although she did not call them measure differential inclusions at the time.
Here the notion of measure differential inclusion in Schatzman [16],
Moreau [14]; and Monteiro-Marques [11] is extended to inclusions of the
form
dv
dt
(t) # K(t)/Rn, (1.1)
where t [ K(t) is any closed convex set-valued function with closed graph
subject to some technical conditions:
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min[&x& | x # K(t)] is a locally bounded function of t. (1.2)
K(t) is a pointed cone where K(t) is the asymptotic cone of K(t). (1.3)
See, for example, [10] or [15] for definitions of C , variously called the
asymptotic cone [9], recession cone [10], or horizon cone [15] of a
closed convex set C.
Note that Moreau and Monteiro-Marques considered only convex cone-
valued K(t) rather than maps with more general closed and convex values.
Here v( } ) is a function of bounded variation; note that it need not be
absolutely continuous, or even continuous. Then ‘‘dv’’ is understood as
being a vector Borel measure induced by the RiemannStieltjes integrals
 ,(t) dv(t) for continuous ,. This uses the duality of the space of (signed)
Borel measures to the space of continuous functions with the supremum
norm.
Allowing v( } ) to be merely bounded variation allows for instantaneous
changes in velocity which occurs at collisions or shocks, but now leads to
questions as to the interpretation of (1.1). Moreau [14] and Monteiro-
Marques [11] both interpret this for cone-valued K(t) in the following
sense: Let *dv be the unsigned Borel measure |dv|+*0 where *0 is the
ordinary Lebesgue measure on R. Then the vector measure dv is absolutely
continuous with respect to the measure *dv and the RadonNikodym
derivative dvd*dv(t) # K(t) for all *dv almost all t.
Here this concept is extended to allow K(t) to be a general closed convex
set under the above conditions, by using the singular decomposition
dv=+s+h*0 where +s is a singular Borel measure and h # L1. Then all that
is needed for v to solve (1.1) is that h(t) # K(t) for Lebesgue almost all t,
and the RadonNikodym derivative d+s d |+s | (t) # K(t) for |+s |-almost
all t. Here this is called the strong formulation of the measure differential
inclusion.
An alternative formulation, here called the weak formulation, is also
given
 , dv
 , dt
# co .
{: ,({){0
K({)
for all non-negative continuous , not identically zero. This is equivalent to
the above solution concept under the above technical assumptions
(1.21.3). This weak formulation is used to show that pointwise limits of
solutions vn (t)  v(t) to (1.1) (or weak* convergence of the differential
measures dvn *( dv) are again solutions of (1.1) in both the original and
alternative formulations.
This and related results are important in the analysis of rigid body
dynamics with impact and friction [11, 17, 18]. The weak* convergence of
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measures is particularly important for proving convergence of numerical
methods for problems with impulsive forces. Consider, for example, a ball
falling through the air onto a table. Computations can give approximate
answers as to when the ball will impact the table, and the strength of the
impulse when it does. However, we cannot expect to obtain the exact
moment of impact. The measure describing the contact force(s) will be
approximated by the computation in the weak* topology for Borel
measures, but not the strong topology. On the other hand, if we have a
collection of measures +k generated by a numerical procedure as a
parameter (typically the step size) goes to its limit, then provided &+k&BM
is uniformly bounded, we can apply Alaoglu’s theorem [5, Ch. V,
Section 3, pp. 130131] and conclude that there is a weak* convergent
subsequence +ki *( +. Then using the results of this paper, it is possible to
conclude that if +k solve a given MDI, so does the limit measure +. Such
a result can be extended to show that if +k solves d+k dt # K (t, hk), and the
above assumptions hold for K , then the weak* limit + solves d+dt # K(t)=
K (t, 0) if hk  0.
The remainder of the paper is divided as follows: Section 2 describes
asymptotic cones and their properties; Section 3 is about the implications
of closed graph properties of K( } ); Section 4 develops some properties of
pointed cones and related concepts in Rn which are needed for the follow-
ing section; Section 5 applies the above results to measure differential inclu-
sions, and proves the above-mentioned closure properties of the solutions.
Finally, appendix contains a proof of the equivalence of the strong for-
mulation with Moreau’s formulation for cone-valued K( } ).
2. ASYMPTOTIC CONES
In this section, a cone is associated with every convex set, which is
designated the asymptotic cone of the convex set. For bounded convex sets
this cone is trivial ([0]).
Let K be a given convex set in a Banach space. Then its asymptotic cone is
K=[ lim
k  
tkxk | tk a 0, xk # K]. (2.1)
This is also known as the recession cone of K in [10], or the horizon cone
of K in [15]. Another characterization is given in [10, Section III.2.2] and
[15, Thm. 3.6, pp. 8182]
K= ,
t>0
t(K&x) (2.2)
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for any x # K. K is independent of the choice of x # K, as is shown in [10,
Section III.2.2]. Some properties are immediate: 0 # K provided K{<; if
K is bounded, then K=[0]. Examples of non-trivial asymptotic cones
include the asymptotic cone of [(x, y) | x  y2+a]/R2, which is R+_
[0]. The asymptotic cone of [(x, y) | x, y>0, xy1] is R+ _R+ .
Asymptotic cones, in a sense, do the opposite of tangent cones; tangent
cones describe the local shape of a (convex) set, while these asymptotic
cones describe the shape of the set ‘‘at infinity’’.
Proposition 2.1. The asymptotic cone K of a nonempty closed convex
set K has the following properties:
1. K is a closed convex cone.
2. If K is a closed convex cone then K=K.
3. Let x # K. Then K is the largest cone L where x+L/K.
4. If K/Rn, then K is bounded if and only if K=[0].
5. (x+K)=K for any x.
6. If K: , : # J is a family of closed convex sets with a common point,
then [: # J K:]=: # J (K:) .
7. If K: , : # J is a family of closed convex sets, then co : # J (K:)/
[co : # J K:] .
8. If K and L are closed convex sets in Rn and K & (&L)=[0],
then (K+L)=K+L .
Most of these results can be found in, for example, Hiriart-Urruty and
Lemare chal [10, Section III.2.2] (items 1, 2, 3, and 6) and in other papers
such as Goossens [9] (items 4, 5 and 8) and Dieudonne [6] (item 8).
(Item (8) also follows from [9, Thm. 1.2 and Prop. 1.5].) Items (6) and (7)
are in [15, Prop. 3.9, p. 83].
3. CLOSED GRAPH PROPERTIES
Let K: T  C(Rn), where C(X) is the set of non-empty closed convex
subsets of X, and T is a closed subset of a Banach space. Suppose that K
has a closed graph; that is [(x, y) | y # K(x)] is closed. In this section, a
closed graph property will be proven for the set-valued map t [ K(t)
under some ‘‘boundedness’’ assumptions.
In order to prove such results, we need a lemma about the nature of K( } )
‘‘at infinity’’. Let B0 be the standard unit ball centered at zero in Rn.
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Lemma 3.1. Let K: T  C(Rn) have closed graph. Suppose that for a
neighborhood U of t # T,
min[&x& | x # K({)]R0 , for all { # U
Then for every =>0 there is a $>0 such that
&t&{&<$ O d(x, K(t))<=(&x&+R0) for all x # K({).
Proof. Since K( } ) has closed graph, for any >R>R0 , the set-valued
map { [ K({) & RB0 is upper semicontinuous, and for every =>0 there is
a $R>0 such that if &t&{&<$R ,
K({) & RB0 /(K(t) & RB0 )+=RB0 ,
where B0 is the standard unit ball in Rn. Thus the essential difficulty of the
problem only arises with unbounded K( } ).
Suppose that the claim is false. Then there is a sequence xk and a
sequence tk  t such that xk # K(tk) and limk   d(xk , K(t))(&xk &+
R0)>0. From the previous paragraph, it is clear that &xk&   as k  .
Since xk # Rn, we can restrict the sequence to a subsequence where
xk &xk&  x^. For each k, choose x k # K(tk) where &x k &R0 . By the
closed graph property of K, and compactness of R0B0 , the sequence can
be further restricted so that limk   x k=x # K(t). Given #0, let
:k=min(1, #&xk&). Since &xk &  , :k=#&xk & for sufficiently large k,
and limk   :k=0. Then set x~ k=(1&:k) x k+:k xk # K(tk). The limit of x~ k
along this subsequence is then x +#x^. By the closed graph property,
x +#x^ # K(t). Since this is true for all #0, it follows by Proposition 2.1(3)
that x^ # K(t) .
Thus x +&xk& x^ # K(t), and
d(xk , K(t))
&xk &

&xk&&xk& x^&x&
&xk &
=" xk&xk&&x^&
x
&xk &" 0
as k  , which contradicts limk   d(xk , K(t))(&xk &+R0)>0. Thus the
claim must be true. K
Now we prove the closed graph property for t [ K(t) :
Theorem 3.2. Suppose K: T  C(Rn) has a closed graph, and that
min[&x& | x # K(t)] is bounded above, then the map t [ K(t) & B0 is upper
semicontinuous and t [ K(t) has a closed graph.
Proof. We only need to show that t [ K(t) has a closed graph. The
upper-semicontinuity result for t [ K(t) & B0 follows immediately.
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Let x^k # K(tk) where tk  t, and x^k  x^. We want to show that
x^ # K(t) . Let x k # K(tk), &x k&R0 . Restrict attention to a subsequence
such that x k  x ; note that x # K(t) since the graph of K( } ) is closed. Now
by Proposition 2.1(3), x k+#x^k # K(tk) for all #0. The limit of x k+#x^k as
k   in the subsequence is then x +#x^ which belongs to K(t) by the
closed graph property of K( } ). Since this is true for all #0, it follows that
x^ # K(t) by Proposition 2.1(3). K
The need for the condition that min[&x& | x # K(t)] is bounded can be
shown in the following counterexample: Let t # R, K(t)=[1t, ) for t>0,
and K(t)=[0] for t0. The graph of K is closed and K(t)=[0, ) for
all t>0, but K(0)=[0]. Clearly the graph of t [ K(t) is not closed.
4. POINTED AND APPROXIMATING CONES
To give suitable approximating cones, we need to consider cones L/Rn
that are pointed; that is, L & (&L)=[0]. The main purpose of this section
is to define a suitable approximating convex cone L’ containing L, but
satisfying the property that there is a constant ’L depending only on L
where for 0’<’L , and all x # L’ , d(x, L)(’(’L&’)) &x&2 . If L is not
pointed, then L’=Rn for any ’>0.
This approximation is given by the formula: L’=cone[co(L & S n&1)+
’B0 ]. Note first that cone A is the smallest convex cone containing the set
A. Also note that L’ is a closed convex cone. To show that L’ has the
desired properties, we prove the following theorem.
Lemma 4.1. If L is a closed, convex cone in Rn, then L=’>0 L’ if L
is pointed, and Rn=’>0 L’ otherwise.
Proof. Suppose that L is pointed. As L is closed, A0=L & S n&1 is com-
pact, and so is co A0 . It is clear that 0{co A0 .
For a general closed convex cone L define ’L=d(0, co(L & Sn&1)). If L
is a pointed cone, then ’L>0; conversely, if L is not pointed, then there is
an x # L & (&L) with &x&=1 so that 0= 12 (x+(&x)) # co(L & S n&1), and
thus ’L=0.
If x # L’ for ’<’L , then x=:(x^+z) where x^ # co(L & Sn&1)/L, :0,
and &z&’. Now :x^ # L, so d(x, L): &z&. Since &x^+z&&x^&&&z&’L
&’, &x&:(’L&’) and :&x&(’L&’), and so d(x, L)’ &x&(’L&’).
If ’>’L then L’=Rn, as the origin is then in the interior of co A0+’B0 .
Now L is pointed if and only if ’L>0. So ’>0 L’ is a nested intersection
which is L if L is pointed, and Rn otherwise. K
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The approximation of a cone L by L’ can be combined with Lemma 3.1
as follows.
Lemma 4.2. Let K be a closed convex set. Then for every ’>0 there is
an =>0 such that
d(x, K)=(R0+&x&) O x # K+’B0 +(K)’ .
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then there is an ’>0 and a sequence xk
such that d(xk , K)(R0+&xk&)  0 as k  , but xk  K+’B0 +(K)’ .
If the sequence (xk) has a bounded subsequence, then there is a sub-
sequence that converges to some x*, x*  K+’B0 as Rn"(K+’B0) is
closed. But d(xk , K)(R0+&xk&)  d(x*, K)(R0+&x*&)=0 in this sub-
sequence. Thus x* # K, which contradicts x*  K+’B0 .
Suppose (xk) is an unbounded sequence and &xk &   as k  ,
possibly by restriction to a subsequence. Let x~ k=proj(xk , K), so that
&x~ k&xk&=d(xk , K). Then
0= lim
k  
&x~ k&xk &
R0+&xk&
= lim
k  
&x~ k&xk&
&xk&
&xk&
R0+&xk &
= lim
k   "
x~ k
&xk&
&
xk
&xk &"=0.
Take a subsequence such that xk &xk &  x^. Then x~ k&xk &  x^ # K ,
&x^&=1, and
lim
k  
&xk&&xk& x^&
&xk&
=0.
However, since xk  K+’B0 +(K)’ , xk  x +(K)’ for any x # K. Thus
(xk&x )&xk&  (K)’ .
Taking limits in the above subsequence gives x^  (K)’2 since x^{0. But
x^ # K /(K)’2 , which is a contradiction. K
Pointedness conditions on asymptotic cones are also important in estab-
lishing some basic results to be used later.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose K and Lj , j=1, 2, 3, ... are all convex and closed in
Rn with L1 #L2 # } } } , and K & (&j=1 (Lj))=[0]. Then
,

j=1
(K+Lj)=K+ ,

j=1
L j .
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Proof. Clearly
K+ ,

j=1
Lj / ,

j=1
(K+Lj).
To show the reverse inclusion, suppose that z # K+Lj for all j. Then
z=xj+ yj where x j # K and yj # Lj . If the sequence (x j) is bounded, then
so is the sequence ( yj), and by taking convergent subsequences, there are
limits x* # K and y* # j=1 Lj where z=x*+ y*.
Now suppose that &xj &   as j  , possibly by taking a subsequence.
By restriction to a further subsequence xj &xj &=(z& yj)&xj &  x^ # K ,
and so yj &yj &  y^=&x^ # (Lk) for all k. Thus 0{x^ # K & (&k=1
(Lk)), contradicting the above assumption. Thus the sequences (x j) and
( yj) are bounded, and so z # K+j=1 Lj for all z # 

j=1 (K+Lj).
Hence j=1 (K+Lj)=K+

j=1 L j as desired. K
The ‘‘pointedness’’ assumption, K & (&j=1 (Lj))=[0], is necessary.
Consider the example K=[(x, 0) | x0] and Lj=[(x, y) | x jy2] for
j=1, 2, 3, ... . Then K+Lj=R2 for all j, so j=1 (K+Lj)=R
2. But
K+j=1 Lj=K+(R+_[0])=R_[0].
5. MEASURE DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS
Measure differential inclusions (MDI’s) were first used by Schatzman
[16] to describe impact problems involving the wave equation, although
she did not call them that at the time. Later, J. J. Moreau and Monteiro-
Marques introduced the terminology of measure differential inclusions
[11, 14] for developing a rigorous model for rigid body mechanics with
impacts. Here, an attempt is made to broaden the concept to more easily
combine it with ordinary differential inclusions. A solution of a rigid body
mechanics problem in the sense of Moreau and Monteiro-Marques is a
velocity function of bounded variation v( } ) # BV and a position function
q( } ) which is an indefinite integral of the velocity, and satisfies the measure
differential inclusion:
M(q(t)) dv(t)&k(q(t), v(t)) dt # FC(q(t)). (5.1)
Here q(t) is the generalized coordinates at time t, and v(t)=dqdt(t) is the
generalized velocity at time t. The set FC(q) is the friction cone at q, which
defines the set of admissible friction forces at a contact point (translated to
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generalized coordinates). This set is a true cone, although if q is not on the
boundary of the admissible set, then FC(q)=[0]. If q is outside the
admissible region, then FC(q)=<. This set-valued function has closed
graph. The matrix M(q) is the mass matrix which incorporates not only the
ordinary mass, but also the moments of inertia of the bodies in the system.
The function k(q, v) is obtained from the Lagrangian equations of motion
for L(q, v)= 12v
TM(q) v&V(q) where V(q) is the potential energy at the
generalized coordinate q. Then k(q, v) given by
kl (q, v)=
1
2
:
i, j _
m li
qj
+
mlj
qi
&
mij
ql & vivj&
V
ql
.
Since v( } ) has bounded variation, its differential dv can be understood as
a measure, or equivalently, as an element of the dual space C[a, b]*, by
means of the RiemannStieltjes integrals
|
b
a
,(t) dv(t).
If we write +=dv, the task is to assign a suitable meaning to the
statement
d+
dt
(t) # K(t) for almost all t, (5.2)
where + is a Borel vector measure, not necessarily absolutely continuous
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R, and the graph of K( } ) is closed.
There are several apparently suitable definitions. The first of these, the
‘‘strong’’ definition, is as follows:
Definition 5.1 (Strong). Let +=+s+h*0 be the singular decomposi-
tion [4, 7] of + with respect to the Lebesgue measure *0 , h # L1 (a, b), and
+s the singular part of +, which is supported on a Lebesgue-null set. Then
‘‘d+dt(t) # K(t) for almost all t ’’ means that
1. h(t) # K(t) for Lebesgue almost all t, and
2. the RadonNikodym derivative d+sd |+s | (t) # K(t) for |+s |
almost all t.
This definition extends that of Moreau [14] which is only applicable to
cone-valued K( } ):
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Definition 5.2 (Moreau [13, 14]). Let *+=*0+|+|, and suppose that
K(t) is a closed convex cone for all t. Then ‘‘d+dt(t) # K(t) for almost all
t ’’ means that the RadonNikodym derivative
d+
d*+
(t) # K(t)
for *+ almost all t.
Moreau’s definition (Definition 5.2) and the strong definition (Defini-
tion 5.1) are equivalent, which is shown in the appendix as Theorem 6.
An alternative (‘‘weak’’) definition is:
Definition 5.3 (Weak). ‘‘d+dt # K(t) for almost all t ’’ means that
 ,(t) d+(t)
 ,(t) dt
# co .
{ : ,({){0
K({) (5.3)
for any continuous ,: R  R+ with compact support, not everywhere zero.
Under suitable conditions, the strong and weak definitions are equiv-
alent.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that K: R  C(Rn) has closed graph, K(t) is a
pointed cone for all t, and that min[&x& | x # K(t)]R0 for all t. Then the
conditions of Definition 5.1 hold if and only if the conditions of Definition 5.3
hold.
Before this result is proven, we need some definitions and lemmas for
constructing the collection of Borel sets. Because the proof of Theorem 5.4
below needs to work in terms of countable increasing unions and decreas-
ing intersections, the construction of the Borel hierarchy is done using
transfinite induction. A construction of the Borel hierarchy using transfinite
induction is given in [20, Chap. 3, Section 6]. The construction given here
is slightly different, but in most respects follows the approach of [20]. In
[20], the hierarchy is constructed using transfinite induction on a pair of
collections of sets, F} and G} , with F0 being the open sets in R and G0
being the closed sets in R. At first we need the rations +(E)*0 (E) to be
well-defined, so we begin with just the open sets.
Let B0 be the collection of open sets in R. Define B} for any ordinal }
by means of transfinite induction as follows. Ordinals } are even if (induc-
tively) }=;+1 and ; is odd, or if } is a limit ordinal; conversely,
}=;+1 is odd if ; is even.
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If } is a limit ordinal, with }=[; | ;<}], then
B}= .
;<}
B; .
Otherwise, if } is even (resp. odd), B}+1 is the collection of countable
intersections (resp. countable unions) of sets in B} . If |1 is the first
uncountable ordinal, then B|1+2=B|1 , and so for any ordinal :>|1 ,
B:=B|1=B [20, Chap. 3, Section 6].
Lemma 5.5. For any ordinal }:
1. If E1 , E2 # B} , then E1 _ E2 , E1 & E2 # B} .
2. If E # B}+1 and } is even (resp. odd ) then E is a countable decreas-
ing intersection (resp. countable increasing union) of sets Ei # B} .
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on }.
For }=0: For }=0, then (1) follows since finite intersections and
arbitrary unions of open sets are also open. To show (2), since B1 is the
collection of countable intersections of open sets in R, every E # B1 has the
form E=i=1 Ei=

m=1 (
m
i=1 Ei). As 
m
i=1 Ei is open for all m, E is
clearly a countable decreasing intersection of open sets.
For } a limit ordinal: Now suppose that }=[; | ;<}], and that the
hypothesis is true for all ;<}.
To show (1), let E1 , E2 # B}=;<} B; . Then E1 # B;1 and E2 # B;2 for
some ordinals ;1 , ;2<}. If ;=max(;1 , ;2), then E1 , E2 # B; and so
E1 _ E2 , E1 & E2 # B; /B} .
To show (2), note that } is even. Then the argument follows that for
}=0, noting that (1) has already been proven for }.
For } a successor ordinal: Suppose that }=;+1, and that the induc-
tion hypothesis holds for ;. Suppose ; is even. The argument for ; odd
follows by interchanging ‘‘union’’ and ‘‘intersection’’.
To show (1), suppose that E1 , E2 # B;+1 . Then we can write
Ei= ,

j=1
Ei, j , Ei, j # B; .
So E1 & E2=i=1, 2; j1 Ei, j which belongs to B;+1 . Also, E1 _ E2=
j, l (E1, j _ E2, l) # B;+1 , and the result holds for }=;+1.
To show (2), note that if E # B;+1 , then E=i=1 E i=

m=1 (
m
i=1 Ei)
which is a countable decreasing intersection of sets mi=1 Ei # B; , as
desired.
Conclusion: For all ordinals }, (1) and (2) hold. K
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We can now prove Theorem 5.4.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. To show the forward implication, suppose that
+=+s+h*0 as described in Definition 5.1. Suppose that ,0 continuous
and not everywhere zero. Then  , d+= , d+s+ ,h dt. Now  ,h dt
 , dt # co { : ,({){0 K({) since it lies in the closed convex hull of the values
h(t) for *0 almost all t where ,(t){0. Also,  , d+s # co { : ,({){0 K({)/
[co { : ,({){0 K({)] by Proposition 2.1(7). Since the right-hand side is a
cone,  , d+s  , dt # [co { : ,({){0 K({)] . Thus
 , d+
, dt
# _co .{ : ,({){0 K({)& +co .{ : ,({){0 K({)=co .{ : ,({){0 K({),
and the conditions of the Definition 5.3 hold.
The reverse implication is more difficult. The first part of the proof
consists of showing that for every bounded Borel set E, and open set E$
containing E,
+(E)
*0 (E)
# co .
{ # E$
K({), if *0 (E)>0, (5.4)
+(E) # _co .{ # E$ K({)& , if *0 (E)=0. (5.5)
This is shown for E # B} by transfinite induction on }. The induction
hypothesis is ‘‘The inclusions (5.4, 5.5) hold for all bounded sets E # B} and
open sets E$ containing E.’’
The induction hypothesis holds for }=0. Suppose that E is a bounded
open set (in B0). Define ,= (x)=min(1, d(x, R"E)=). Clearly ,= is con-
tinuous. As = a 0, ,= A /E where /E is the characteristic function of E.
Furthermore, E=[{ | ,= ({){0]. By the monotone convergence theorem,
lim
= a 0
 ,= d+
 ,= dt
=
+(E)
*0 (E)
since 0<*0 (E)< for every bounded open set E.
On the other hand, since + satisfies Definition 5.3,
 ,= d+
 ,= dt
# co .
{ # E
K({).
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Taking = a 0, gives
+(E)
*0 (E)
# co .
{ # E
K({).
This shows that (5.4, 5.5) hold for all bounded E # B0 , and open sets E$
containing E.
Suppose } is a limit ordinal, and the induction hypothesis holds for all
;<}. Then let E # B}=;<} B; be bounded and E$ an open set contain-
ing E. Then E # B; for some ;<}, and so (5.4, 5.5) holds for E and E$.
Thus the induction hypothesis holds for }.
Suppose }=;+1 and the induction hypothesis holds for ;. We first con-
sider ; even. Let E # B;+1 be bounded. Then by Lemma 5.5(3), we can
write
E= ,

i=1
Ei , Ei # B; ,
where Ei #Ei+1 for all i. Let E$ be an open set containing E. Without loss
of generality we can assume E$ to be bounded; otherwise we can show
the result for a bounded open set E" where E$#E"#E, and the desired
inclusion follows.
Then E=i=1 (Ei & E$), and E$i=Ei & E$ # B; since E$ # B0 /B; , and
by Lemma 5.5(1). Now several sub-cases must be distinguished:
(a) *0 (E$j)=0 for some j, or
(b) *0 (E$j)>0 for all j, but *0 (E$j) a 0 as j  , or
(c) *0 (E)>0.
In sub-case (a), for any sufficiently large i,
+(E$i) # _co .{ # E$ K({)&
by the induction hypothesis for ;, and since E$i /E$. Taking i   then
gives
+(E) # _co .{ # E$ K({)&
and *0 (E)=0.
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In sub-case (b), *0 (E)*0 (E$i)  0 as i  , so *0 (E)=0. On the other
hand, for all i,
+(E$i)
*0 (E$i)
# co .
{ # E$
K({).
Thus +(E$i)=*0 (E$i) u i for some ui # co { # E$ K({). Taking i  , it is
clear that
+(E)= lim
i  
+(E$i) # _co .{ # E$ K({)&
as desired.
In sub-case (c), *0 (E)>0, so the limit can be taken directly
+(E)
*0 (E)
= lim
i  
+(E$i)
*0 (E$i)
# co .
{ # E$
K({)
as desired. Thus if ; is even, then the induction hypothesis holds for
}=;+1.
If, however, ; is odd, then E=i=1 Ei , where Ei # B; , and Ei /Ei+1 .
Let E$ be an open set containing E. Then Ei /E$ for all i. There are now
only two sub-cases to consider:
(a) *0 (Ej)>0 for some j, or
(b) *0 (E j)=0 for all j.
In sub-case (a), *0 (E)>0 and
+(E)
*0 (E)
= lim
i  
+(Ei)
*0 (Ei)
# co .
{ # E$
K({).
In sub-case (b), *0 (E)=lim i   *0 (Ei)=0, and
+(E)= lim
i  
+(Ei) # _co .{ # E$ K({)&
as desired. Thus if ; is odd, then the induction hypothesis holds for }=
;+1.
Conclusion of the induction. The inclusions (5.4, 5.5) hold for every
bounded Borel set E and open set E$ containing E.
Pointwise inclusions. Now we can enclose RadonNikodym derivatives
to complete the proof. Let +=+s+h*0 , h # L1, be the singular decomposi-
tion of the Borel measure +. (Recall that |&| is the measure defined by
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|&|(E)=sup[Ej] j &&(Ej)& where the supremum is taken over all Borel
partitions [Ej] of E.)
We now show that
h(t) # co .
{ # (t&$, t+$)
K({)
for almost all t and all $>0. Since in the singular decomposition, supp +s
is a Lebesgue null set, for all $>$$>0,
+((t&$$, t+$$)"supp +s)
2$$
=
t+$$t&$$ h({) d{
2$$
# co .
{ # (t&$, t+$)
K({).
For Lebesgue almost all t the limit of the fraction as $$ a 0 exists and is h(t).
Call the set of t where the limit of the fraction exists and is h(t), F/R.
Thus for all t # F, and all $>0,
h(t) # co .
{ # (t&$, t+$)
K({).
We now show that h(t) # K(t) for all t # F. For every =>0, there is a
$>0 such that
|{&t|<$ O d(x, K(t))<=(&x&+R0) for all x # K({).
By Lemma 4.2 for every ’>0 there is a $>0 such that { # (t&$, t+$)
implies that K({)/K(t)+’B0 +(K(t))’ . Note that both sets are convex
and closed.
Thus for t # F and all ’>0,
h(t) # K(t)+’B0 +(K(t))’ .
Then for any ’>’$>0 and t # F,
h(t) # K(t)+’$B0 +(K(t))’$ /K(t)+’$B0 +(K(t))’ .
Keeping ’ fixed, but taking ’$ a 0 gives
h(t) # K(t)+(K(t))’ .
Since K(t) is a pointed cone by assumption, Lemma 4.3 can be applied to
give
h(t) # K(t)+ ,
’>0
(K(t))’=K(t)+K(t)=K(t)
whenever t # F; that is, h(t) # K(t) for Lebesgue almost all t.
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We now consider the singular part +s . As *0 (supp +s)=0,
+((t&$$, t$+$$) & supp +s) # _co .{ # (t&$, t+$) K({)&
for all $>$$>0. Since the right-hand set is a cone,
+((t&$$, t+$$) & supp +s)
*+ ((t&$$, t+$$) & supp +s)
# _co .{ # (t&$, t+$) K({)& .
That is
+s((t&$$, t+$$))
|+s | ((t&$$, t+$$))
# _co .{ # (t&$, t+$) K({)& .
Then for |+s | almost all t, the limit as $$ a 0 exists and is
d+s
d |+s |
(t) # _co .{ # (t&$, t+$) K({)& .
Let Fs /supp +s be the set of t # supp +s for which the limit as $$ a 0 exists.
Similarly to the treatment of h(t), for all t # Fs and all ’>0,
d+s
d |+s |
(t) # [K(t)+’B0 +(K(t))’] .
Now using Proposition 2.1(8) gives
d+s
d |+s |
(t) # K(t)+(K(t))’=(K(t))’ .
Taking the intersection as ’ a 0 and using Lemma 4.1 gives the result
d+s
d |+s |
(t) # K(t)
for all t # Fs ; that is, the inclusion holds for |+s | almost all t, as desired. K
Note that we have the following corollary.
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that K: R_A  C(Rn) has closed graph, where
A is a closed subset of a Banach space. Suppose also, that min[&x& | x #
K(t, a)]R0 for all t # R, a # A, and K(t, a) is a pointed cone for all t and
all a. Then if there is a sequence +k of Borel measures that solve
d+k
dt
# K(t, ak)
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in the measure differential inclusion sense, and +k *( +, ak  a, then
d+
dt
# K(t, a)
in the measure differential inclusion sense.
Proof. If +k *( +, then for all continuous ,0,  , d+k   , d+. Con-
sider such a , with compact support. Once the weak definition is shown to
hold for all continuous ,0, ,0 with compact support, the result also
holds for all continuous ,0, ,0 by a partition of unity argument.
For any t where ,(t){0, and given ’>0, there is a neighborhood Ut=
(r, s)_B(a, $) (B(a, $)=[a$ | d(a$, a)<$]) where for any ({, :) # Ut ,
K({, :)/K(t, a)+’B0 +(K(t, a))’ .
Since supp , is a compact set, there is finite sub-cover Uti=(ri , si)_
B(a, $i), i=1, 2, ..., m of supp ,_[a]. Put $=min i $i>0. For sufficiently
large k, d(ak , a)<$. Thus for any t # (r i , si) and sufficiently large k,
K(t, ak)/K(t i , a)+’B0 +(K(t, ai))’
co .
{: ,({){0
[K({, a)+’B0 +(K({, a))’].
Thus, whenever ,0 not identically zero and has compact support, by
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 4.2, for any ’>0,
 , d+k
 , dt

 , d+
 , dt
# co .
{: ,({){0
[K({, a)+’B0 +(K({, a))’].
Therefore, by Theorem 5.4, if +=+s+h*0 is the singular decomposition of +,
h(t) # K(t, a)+’B0 +(K(t, a))’ ,
d+s
d |+s |
(t) # [K(t, a)+’B0 +(K(t, a))’]
for all ’>0, and Lebesgue and |+s | almost all t respectively. Taking the
intersection over ’>0 of the sets on the right-hand side gives
h(t) # K(t, a),
d+s
d |+s |
(t) # K(t, a)
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for Lebesgue and |+s | almost all t respectively, and + solves d+dt(t) #
K(t, a) in the measure differential inclusion sense. K
We can obtain a particularly useful corollary of Theorem 5.6 for rigid
body dynamics. For this application, we actually wish to solve
dv
dt
# K(q(t))+k(q, v, t),
where K: Rn  C(Rn) has closed graph. Numerical methods, such as those
in [1, 2, 1719], generate approximations qn (t) and vn (t) where qn ( } ) 
q( } ) uniformly and vn ( } )  v( } ) pointwise.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that qn are continuous, vn have uniformly
bounded variation, and kn are uniformly bounded, all on [0, T], and qn  q
uniformly, vn  v pointwise, and kn  k pointwise. Suppose also that K: Rn 
C(Rn) has closed graph, min[&z& | z # K(w)] is uniformly bounded in w,
and K(w) is pointed for all w # Rn. Then if ‘‘dvn dt(t) # K(qn (t))&kn (t)’’
in the sense of Definitions 5.1 or 5.3 for all n, then the limit satisfies
dv
dt
(t) # K(q(t))&k(t)
in the same sense.
Proof. Let K : [0, T]_C([0, T], Rn)  C(Rn) be the set-valued map
defined by K (t, ,)=K(,(t)). Then,
dvn
dt
(t)&kn (t) # K (t, qn ( } ))
in the sense of Definitions 5.1 and 5.3. Since dvn *( dv as Borel measures,
and kn *0  k*0 as measures, we see that dvn&kn*0 *( dv&k*0 as k  .
We first show that K has a closed graph. Suppose that zk # K (tk , ,k)=
K(,k (tk)) for k=1, 2, 3, ..., that tk  t # [0, T], ,k  , uniformly on
[0, T], and zk  z, as k  . Then
&,k (tk)&,(t)&&,k (tk)&,(tk)&+&,(tk)&,(t)&
&,k&,&+&,(tk)&,(t)&  0
as k  . Thus ,k (tk)  ,(t), and since the graph of K( } ) is closed,
z # K(,(t))=K (t, ,), as desired.
The uniform boundedness of min[&z& | z # K (t, ,)], and the pointedness
of K (t, ,) for all t and continuous , follow directly from the correspond-
ing properties for K( } ).
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Applying Theorem 5.6, we see that the limit satisfies the measure dif-
ferential inclusion
dv
dt
(t)&k(t) # K (t, q( } ))=K(q(t))
in the sense of Definitions 5.1 and 5.3, as required. K
Under Definition 5.3, if K(t) = [(x, y) | x cos(t)+ y sin(t)0], then
co { # (:, ;) K({)=R2 for all t and all open intervals (:, ;). Thus the condi-
tions of Definition 5.3 are all trivial in this case. This indicates that pointed-
ness is necessary for the application of Definition 5.3. It may be possible to
obtain Theorem 5.6 under Definition 5.1 without the requirement that
K(t) be pointed for all t.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Theorem 5.6 can be used to show weak closure properties of the set of
solutions of measure differential inclusions such as (5.1), or more general
systems of measure differential inclusions such as
dv(t) # K(t, q(t), :), q$(t)= g(q(t), v(t)), t # R. (6.1)
Let K: R_Rm_R p  C(Rn) with closed graph, K(t, q, :) is always
pointed, and g: Rm_Rn  Rm is continuous. Then the limit of solutions
(vk , qk , :k) of (6.1) (vk converging pointwise) is also a solution of (6.1).
This can also be used to show existence of solutions of (6.1) by means of
numerical approximations as long as it can be shown that the numerical
approximations vk are uniformly bounded in BV.
This result extends the results of Moreau [14] and Monteiro-Marques
[11] to allow for new of measure differential inclusions in that K( } ) only
needs to be convex valued rather than convex cone valued.
APPENDIX
Here we show that the strong definition and Moreau’s definition are
equivalent when K(t) is a closed convex cone for all t.
Theorem. Suppose that K(t) is a closed convex cone for all t. Then the
conditions for Definition 5.1 hold if and only if the conditions for Defini-
tion 5.2 hold for a measure +.
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Proof. Step 1. Suppose that + satisfies the conditions of Definition 5.1.
Then we can write +=+s+h*0 for the Lebesgue decomposition of +. Then
h is an L1 function, and there is a Lebesgue null set supp +s where
+s (E)=+s (E & supp +s). Let *+=*0+|+s |. Now h(t) # K(t) for *0 -a.a. t,
and hs (t)=d+s d |+s | (t) # K(t)=K(t) for |+s |-a.a. t. Note that K(t)=
K(t) since K(t) is a closed convex cone.
Without loss of generality, we can modify h(t) so that h(t)=0 for t #
supp+s , and that hs (t)=0 for t  supp +s . Then the set [t | h(t)  K(t),
hs (t)  K(t)] is a null set with respect to both *0 and |+s |; thus it
is a *+ -null set. Note that both *0 and +s are absolutely continuous
measures with respect to *+ . Then we can use standard calculations: for
*+ -a.a. t,
d+
d*+
(t)=
d+s
d*+
(t)+h(t)
d*0
d*+
(t)
=
d+s
d |+s |
(t)
d |+s |
d*+
(t)+h(t)
d*0
d*+
(t)
#
d |+s |
d*+
(t) K(t)+
d*0
d*+
(t) K(t)=K(t)+K(t)=K(t).
Step 2. Let h+ (t)=d+d*+ (t) for *+ -a.a. t. Let the Lebesgue decomposi-
tion of + be +=+s+h*0 . Note that *+=*0+|+|=*0+|h| *0+|+s |=
(1+|h| ) *0+|+s |. Now, for any Borel set E,
+(E)=|
E
h+ (t) d*+ (t)
=|
E
h+ (t)(1&|h(t)| ) d*0 (t)+|
E
h+ (t) d |+s | (t)
=|
E"supp +s
h+ (t)(1&|h(t)| ) d*0 (t)+|
E & supp +s
h+ (t) d |+s | (t)
from which we can identify that +s (E)=E & supp +s h+ (t) d |+s | (t) and
E h(t) d*0 (t)=E"supp +s h+ (t)(1+|h(t)|) d*0 (t). By uniqueness almost every-
where of the RadonNikodym derivatives, we see that h(t)=h+(t)(1+|h(t)|)
for *0-a.a. t, and hs (t)=d+sd |+s |(t)=h+(t) for |+s |-a.a. t. Since h+(t) # K(t)
for *+-a.a. t, it follows that h(t) # K(t) for *0-a.a. t, and d+sd |+s | (t) # K(t)
=K(t) for |+s |-a.a. t. K
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